Display Warming
Cabinet
Models:  DWCi-14
PRODUCT:

QUANTITY:

ITEM:

Designed Smart
Easy to Merchandise Foods
•Tri-Star Warming Cabinets are ideal for driving impulse
sales of a variety of hot foods.
•Clear front and sides allow your customers to easily see
sandwiches, burritos or other fresh-made foods.
•Light on top of the unit illuminates the product, drawing
increased attention to the food.
•Attractive domed cover draws attention and can easily be
merchandised with add-on ‘food decals”
•Two attractive shelves slant forward, presenting food in the
best visibility and access.
Keeps Food at Ideal Safe Temperatures
•This display warmer will keep hot foods at a safe holding
temperature above 150 degrees for extended periods of
time.
•Temperature is consistent throughout the cabinet by means
of a circulating fan.
•Unit quickly recovers to “safe temperatures” when doors are
open.
Efficient use of Counter Space, Low Energy Use
•Tri-Star Display Warmer Cabinets take up a minimum
amount of space on the counter but are designed to hold a
significant amount of fresh-made foods.
•Efficient heat system is economical to run.
Easy to Use and Clean
•“Front and Back” doors allow the customer to “self-serve”
from the front and the clerk to load from behind the counter.
•Rack is easy to remove for cleaning. Stainless steel insides
wipe clean with damp cloth
•Unit is lightweight and can be moved to other parts of the
store very easily

Reliability backed by TriStar Warranty
Tri-Star Display Warmer Cabinets are backed by a 1year parts and labor warranty, including on-site service
calls within 50 miles of authorized service technicians.

Certified by the following
agencies:

See reverse side for product specifications.
Tri-Star Manufacturing • 1307 N Watters Rd. Suite 180, Allen, TX 75013•
Local (972)9089-6100 • (800) 431-2745 • www.tri-starmfg.com
062614cp
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction:
Stainless steel base; aluminum side bars, tempered glass
front, back and sides

Electrical Specifications:
The 120V unit is equipped with at least a 72” three wire
grounded cord which terminates with a standard three
pronged mail plug. The 120V utilizes a NEMA 5-15P plug. A
40 watt bulb is used at the top.
DWCi-14

120V, 208W, 2Amps

Dimensions:
DWCi-14

14”D x 14”W x 22”H

Shipping:
Weight 32 Lbs
Freight Class 100
FOB: Standex

*Tri-Star reserves the right to modify specifications or discontinue models without incurring obligation.
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